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Swordworks, United Kingdom, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.When dismembered bodies start to appear in New York City, the
search for a serial killer begins. Leading the hunt is Gabriel de Sade, a tough Manhattan detective.
What should be a straightforward murder investigation escalates when yet more dismembered
bodies are found. A very sick, psychotic murderer is loose on the streets of the city. Yet the case is to
become more complicated than he could imagine. The nightmare is just beginning for de Sade, a
Delta Force veteran of Afghanistan. The FBI are also hunting for the serial killer and their evidence
points to a Russian Mafiya baron, Grigory Gordieva. The pursuit leads Gabriel to Moscow with an
FBI partner, Special Agent Faith Ward. They find themselves pitted against political interference
from both American and Russian governments. Yet when they ask for help from the Moscow Militia
de Sade finds them both corrupt and on the Mafiya payroll. Their only assistance comes from an
unexpected quarter, a Russian Orthodox Bishop. With his help, de Sade reaches the heart of the
Gordieva s Mafiya operations. The Russian retaliates by kidnapping Faith Ward....
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Reviews
Very helpful to all category of folks. It is actually rally exciting throgh studying time. I am easily will get a delight of looking at a created ebook.
-- Pr of. Isa ia h Ha r ber
This ebook can be well worth a go through, and far better than other. Sure, it can be enjoy, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. I am just
delighted to tell you that this is the greatest book i have got study within my personal daily life and could be he very best publication for actually.
-- Miss Susa na Windler DDS
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